Outstanding Faculty Adviser Award Winners
1999-2018

2018
Marat Bakpayev, assistant professor, Marketing, LSBE
Aaron Boyson, associate professor, Communication, CLA
Mary Christiansen, assistant professor, Civil Engineering, SCSE
Dana Collins, associate professor, Communication Sciences & Disorders, CEHSP
David Edmund, assistant professor, Music, SFA

2017
Kim Dauner, assistant professor, Economics, LSBE
Pat Farrell, associate professor, Geography, Urban, Environment & Sustainability Studies, CLA
Charles Fountaine, assistant professor, Applied Human Sciences, CEHSP
Guy Sander, assistant professor, Chemical Engineering, SCSE
Jenna Soleo-Shanks, assistant professor, Theatre, SFA

2016
Wendy Anderson, assistant professor, Social Work, CEHSP
Steve Bardolph, associate professor, Art & Design, SFA
Paul Bates, assistant professor, Biology, SCSE
Krista Sue-Lo Twu, associate professor, English, CLA
Lin Xiu, assistant professor, Management Studies, LSBE

2015
David Beard, associate professor, Writing Studies, CLA
Emmanuel Enemuoh, associate professor, Mechanical & Industrial Engineering, SCSE
Rachel Inselman, associate professor, Music, SFA
Carol Kivi, instructor, Psychology, CEHSP
Jill Klingner, associate professor, Economics, LSBE

2014
Joe Artim, instructor, Finance Management Information Sciences, LSBE
Rebecca Katz Harwood, Associate Professor, Theatre, SFA
Alexandra Luong, associate professor, Psychology, CEHSP
David Saftner, assistant professor, Civil Engineering, SCSE
Rob Weidner, associate professor, Sociology/Anthropology, CLA

2013
Dana Collins, assistant professor, Communication Sciences & Disorders, CEHSP
Jennifer Liang, associate professor, Biology, SCSE
Jeff Maahs, associate professor, Sociology/Anthropology, CLA
Sara Pitterle, instructor, Marketing, LSBE
Jennifer Webb, associate Professor, Art & Design, SFA

2012
Ryan Frane, associate professor, Music, SFA
Elizabeth Nelson, associate professor, Communication, CLA
Julie Ernst, associate professor, Health, Physical Education & Recreation, CEHSP
Christina Gallup, associate professor, Geological Sciences, SCSE
Christopher McIntosh, associate professor, Economics, LSBE
2011
Kent Brorson, associate professor, Communication Sciences & Disorders, CEHSP
Jefferson Campbell, assistant professor, Music, SFA
Steve Castleberry, professor, Marketing, LSBE
Ed Downs, assistant professor, Communication, CLA
Dan Pope, associate professor, Mechanical & Industrial Engineering, SCSE

2010
Marian Colman, Instructor Art & Design, School of Fine Arts
Jennifer Jones, Associate Professor, Sociology/Anthropology, College of Liberal Arts
Carol Kivi, Instructor, Psychology, College of Education and Human Service Professions
Bruce Peckham, Associate Professor, Mathematics & Statistics, Swenson College of Science and Engineering
Rajiv Vaidyanathan, Professor, Marketing, Labovitz School of Business and Economics

2009
Janice Kmetz, Associate Professor, Art & Design, School of Fine Arts
Jennifer Mencl, Assistant Professor, Management Studies, Labovitz School of Business and Economics
Bruce Mork, Instructor, Sociology/Anthropology, College of Liberal Arts
Steve Sternberg, Associate Professor, Chemical Engineering, Swenson College of Science and Engineering
Anne Tellett, Assistant Professor, Social Work, College of Education and Human Service Professions

2008
Alison Aune, Associate Professor of Art & Design, School of Fine Arts
Kristelle Miller, Professor of Psychology, College of Education and Human Service Professions
Jennifer Schultz, Assistant Professor of Economics, Labovitz School of Business and Economics
Lyle Shannon, Instructor of Biology, Swenson College of Science and Engineering
Eileen Zeitz, Professor of Foreign Languages & Literatures, College of Liberal Arts

2007
Colleen Belk, Instructor of Biology, College of Science and Engineering
Linda Rochford, Associate Professor of Marketing, Labovitz School of Business and Economics
Robyn Roslak, Associate Professor of Art & Design, School of Fine Arts
Jean Stevenson, Assistant Professor of Education, College of Education and Human Service Professions
Janelle Wilson, Associate Professor of Sociology/Anthropology, College of Liberal Arts

2006
Tom Beery, Instructor of Health, Phy Ed & Recreation, College of Education and Human Service Professions
Geoff Bell, Assistant Professor of Management Studies, Labovitz School of Business and Economics
Craig Grau, Associate Professor of Political Science, College of Liberal Arts
Vicky Lehman, Assistant Professor of Art & Design, School of Fine Arts
Bilin Tsai, Professor of Chemistry, College of Science and Engineering

2005
Linda Belote, Professor of Sociology/Anthropology, College of Liberal Arts
Sue Damme, Assistant Professor, Education, College of Education and Human Service Professions
Doug Dunham, Professor of Computer Science, College of Science and Engineering
Stanley Wold, Professor of Music, School of Fine Arts
Shee Wong, Professor of Finance, Labovitz School of Business and Economics

2004
Joie Acheson, Instructor of Psychology, College of Education and Human Service Professions
Pat Dennis, Professor of Theatre, School of Fine Arts
Paul Siders, Associate Professor of Chemistry, College of Science and Engineering
Randy Skalberg, Assistant Professor of Accounting, Labovitz School of Business and Economics
Neil Storch, Professor of History, College of Liberal Arts

2003
Ron Caple, professor of chemistry, College of Science and Engineering
Jonathan Conant, associate professor of foreign languages and literatures, College of Liberal Arts
Dan Gliszinski, instructor of education, College of Education and Human Service Professions
Patricia Merrier, professor of finance and management information sciences, School of Business and Economics
Robert Repinski, associate professor, art and design, School of Fine Arts

2002
Thomas Duff, professor of finance and management information sciences, School of Business and Economics
Frank Guldbrandsen, associate professor of education, College of Education and Human Service Professions
Keith Lodge, associate professor of chemical engineering, College of Science and Engineering
William Payne, associate professor of theatre, School of Fine Arts
Gerald Pepper, associate professor of communication, College of Liberal Arts

2001
Praveen Aggarwal, professor of management studies, School of Business and Economics
Linda Holmstrand, associate professor of biology, College of Science and Engineering
Virginia Katz, associate professor of communication, College of Liberal Arts
Daniel Lipori, assistant professor of music, School of Fine Arts
Mike Raschick, associate professor of social work, College of Education and Human Service Professions

2000
Gloria Brush, professor of Art, School of Fine Arts
Richard Davis, associate professor of Chemical Engineering, College of Science and Engineering
Robert Evans, professor of Philosophy, College of Liberal Arts
Maureen O’Brien, associate professor of Economics, School of Business and Economics
Paula Pedersen-Randall, assistant professor of Psychology, College of Education and Human Service Professions

1999
Robert Franz, associate professor of sociology, College of Liberal Arts
Kang James, associate professor of mathematics and statistics, College of Science and Engineering
John Keener, associate professor of health, physical education, and recreation, College of Education and Human Service Professions
John Newstrom, professor of management studies, School of Business and Economics
Stanley Wold, professor of music, School of Fine Arts